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A Level Drama and Theatre Component 3  

All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1a 184 7.0 2.1 10 70.1 12.2
1b 184 19.9 6.7 30 66.4 12.2
2a 97 4.9 2.0 10 49.5 6.5
2b 97 15.6 7.1 30 52.0 6.5
3a 474 5.9 2.2 10 59.1 31.5
3b 476 18.8 6.9 30 62.6 31.6
4a 447 6.3 2.2 10 62.8 29.7
4b 448 17.8 6.9 30 59.5 29.8
5a 298 6.6 2.1 10 65.8 19.8
5b 298 19.2 6.2 30 64.1 19.8
6 236 23.0 8.8 40 57.5 15.7
7 651 24.1 7.9 40 60.3 43.3
8 69 24.2 6.3 40 60.5 4.6
9 277 25.4 8.0 40 63.6 18.4

10 270 25.6 8.0 40 64.1 17.9
11 1504 25.6 8.1 40 64.0 100.0
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A Level Drama and Theatre Component 3  

Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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Sticky Note

Cues connected to the dialogue of the scene. 



Sticky Note

A variety of coloured  and type lighting effects used and the length of cue indicated. 



Sticky Note

Variety of sounds indicated and their  intensity  indicated clearly. 







Sticky Note

Indication of location.



Sticky Note

Lx and sfx working together.







Sticky Note

Justification of choice of stage shape clear.







Sticky Note

Atmosphere and how it is sympathetic to Christopher's emotions .



Sticky Note

The significance of the use of colour explained.







Sticky Note

Production style







Sticky Note

Personal response to live theatre linked to the sfx design ideas 







Sticky Note

Lx design from the live theatre performance stated and connected to their own idea , This needs some further detail.



Sticky Note

Whole extract covered in the response and significant changes in atmosphere focused on in detail.



Sticky Note

AO3  25\30
Imaginative use of lx and sfx ideas are fully explained and justified throughout the response. More connection to the scene and how it builds atmosphere is needed. 
AO4 8/10
An effective evaluation of appropriate live theatre. Relevant links are made to the decisions of lx and sfx designers. 
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Sticky Note

Context related to the themes in the play .



Sticky Note

Costume design not asked for but this  asks as evidence to reinforce the time period and the thematic concept. 



Sticky Note

Colour / complexion. Detail in the highlighting AND contouring of the face to accentuate the facial features .Ideas are justified in terms of the character's emotional state in the scene. 



Sticky Note

Use of direct textual reference to justify point made. This connects the idea to the scene given. 



Sticky Note

Make up fx 







Write the two digit question 
number inside the boxes next 


to the first line of your answer 
Answer 


Leave 


blank 
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Sticky Note

Impact upon the audience.



Sticky Note

Texture , length, volume  and cut of the hair indicated . How an actor might use the hair is identified but needs more detail.  



Sticky Note

8\10
Clear description of hair and make up ideas demonstrating knowledge and understanding of their role in creating meaning in performance.  More detail with regard to her age and connection to the design concept set up at the beginning of the response. 



Sticky Note

Stage shape established to help with the description of how the performance space is used. 



Sticky Note

Positioning of the chorus in the space and to each other. 



Sticky Note

Vocal skills  described and justified.







Write the two digit question 
number inside the boxes next 
to the first line of your answer 


Answer 
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Sticky Note

Inter relationship understood and evident in the choice of positioning of the chorus in relation to Cassandra. 



Sticky Note

Talthybius physical posture conveys his attitude towards Cassandra. 



Sticky Note

Insightful understanding of the inter relationship  of  these characters.



Sticky Note

Physical posture differs to previous part of the scene. 







Write the two digit question 
number inside the boxes next 
to the first line of your answer 


Answer 
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Sticky Note

Interaction



Sticky Note

Vocal skills described clearly and reference to the text made to support ideas. 



Sticky Note

Character motivation



Sticky Note

Detailed description of Cassandra's movement and physical skills. 







Write the two digit question 
number inside the boxes next 
to the first line of your answer 
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Sticky Note

Gestures needs justification. 



Sticky Note

25/30A mature and insightful answer demonstrating knowledge of the relationships in the extract. More detailed vocal skills needed.
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Section B 
 


Answer one question on one set text you have studied. 
 


The grid below is for Section B, questions 6-10.  Indicative content for each text follows. 
 


Band 
AO3 


Demonstrate knowledge and 
understanding of how drama and 


theatre is developed and performed 


AO4 
Analyse and evaluate (their 
own work and) the work of 


others 


5 


17-20 marks 
• A mature and detailed answer 


demonstrating a perceptive knowledge 
and understanding of the social, 
historical and cultural context of the text  


• A mature and detailed interpretation of 
the set design for two key extracts 


• A mature and detailed knowledge and 
understanding of the themes and style 
of the text and the way theatre adapts 
and stages texts for a contemporary 
audience 


• Highly relevant use of subject specific 
terminology. 


17-20 marks 
• A comprehensive analysis 


of contemporary 
performance styles 


• A mature evaluation of an 
appropriate choice of live 
theatre which makes 
detailed and perceptive 
links with their own 
interpretation 


4 


13-16 marks 
• A detailed answer demonstrating a 


clear knowledge and understanding of 
the social, historical and cultural 
context of the text  


• An effective interpretation of the set 
design for two key extracts 


• A clear knowledge and understanding 
of the themes and style of the text and 
the way theatre adapts and stages 
texts for a contemporary audience. 


• Relevant use of subject specific 
terminology 


13-16 marks 
• A clear analysis of 


contemporary 
performance styles 


• An effective evaluation of 
an appropriate choice of 
live theatre which makes 
clear links with their own 
interpretation 


3 


9-12 marks 
• A general answer with some knowledge 


and understanding of the social, 
historical and cultural context of the text  


• A general interpretation of the set 
design for two key extracts / or a 
detailed interpretation for one key 
extract 


• Some knowledge and understanding of 
the themes and style of the text and the 
way theatre adapts and stages texts for 
a contemporary audience 


• Generally relevant use of subject 
specific terminology 


9-12 marks 
• A general analysis of 


contemporary 
performance styles 


• A general evaluation of 
partially relevant live 
theatre which makes 
general links with their 
own interpretation 
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2 


5-8 marks 
• A limited answer with an inconsistent 


knowledge and understanding of the 
social, historical and cultural context of 
the text  


• A limited interpretation of the set design  
• A limited knowledge and understanding 


of the themes and style of the text and 
the way theatre adapts and stages 
texts for a contemporary audience 


• Limited use of subject specific 
terminology 


 


5-8 marks 
• A limited analysis of 


contemporary 
performance styles  


• A limited evaluation of live 
theatre which makes 
some links with their own 
interpretation 
 


1 


1–4 marks 
• A very limited answer with little or no 


knowledge and understanding of the 
social, historical and cultural context of 
the text  


• A very limited interpretation of the set 
design 


• A very limited knowledge and 
understanding of the themes and style 
of the text and the way theatre adapts 
and stages texts for a contemporary 
audience 


• Little or no relevant use of subject 
specific terminology 


1–4 marks 
• Very little analysis of 


contemporary 
performance styles  


• Very little evaluation of 
live theatre which makes 
few links with their own 
interpretation 


0 0 marks 
• Response not worthy of credit 


0 marks 
• No analysis or evaluation 
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C 


poignant for a contemporary audience as Huawei is currently being investigated for collecting 
information about people through their phones. The lights in the Chinese cube should go out as Zhang 
Lin leaves his apartment and the lines in the America cube should go out as the voice over 'the 1st of 
May 1989' plays. 


I would start the next section with a blackout and sound effects, taken directly from the news footage of 
the Tiananmen masacre should play. This will be extremely hard hitting for a contemporary audience 
who are used to violence and are descensitized to it due to television, computer games and the media. I 
would then have strip lights descend on the front of the stage, to symbolise the lights in a hospital, and 
have young Zhang Lin walk out. When the Nurse enters holding an armful of things, she should bring in 
Liuli's costume from the earlier Tiananmen scenes, carrier bags and a white shirt. When she kneels on 
the floor she should begin putting all of Liuli's stuff in bags, Zhnag Lin should attempt to help, however, 
when he sees her dress he cannot and has to turn away, instead he puts on his new shirt. He should 
leave slowly carrying the two bags, one in each hand, like the tank man. v.jtdl..,1 


For the final moments of the performance I would have the Tank Man image projected on to both of the 
closed shutters on the front of the set. I would have it start small and then slowly zoom in until is is h V 
overbearing and huge. I would have Zhang Lin stand in front of it, in the same position as the tank man. 
After seeing the 2019 production of 'I'm not running' I was struck by their use of over sized projections 
to intensify the captivation of the audience. This will represent to the audience the idea of having the 
tank man as this figure hanging over him for years, as it wasnt ever what he wanted to be or to end up 
as, but it has invasively been with him all this time. 


Part C 


(Diagram 3 in Answer Book) 


It is vital in this play that the audience are fully immersed and sympathise with Christopher, so that they f 
can relate to him and begin to understand life with autism to some degree. Using an in the round 


·+
. staging, I would have a circular stage on a revolve and audience on all sides. I would also have my


entrance and exits through the audience, as shown in the diagram to make it more immersive. The floor 
of my stage would be an LED video floor that can have still or moving images on it, and utilises tracking 
technology, allowing it to track the movements of actors and follow them if necessary. I would also have 
the audience on raked seating to ensure that the could see the action of the play. I would have my 
audience wearing headphones as, after seeing Simon McBurney's one man show 'Encounter' in 2018 I 
was amazed by the effect that having the sound effects directly in headphones had on the audience. It 
fully emersed everyone and made the entire production increadibly intense and captivating throughout. 
In this scene Christopher is lost and alone and therefore I would utilise my sound and lighting to show 
this. I would also have blocks around the stage, that can be used as set pieces and for projection. 


I would start this section with yellow moving lights following christopher around the stage. The floor 
should be black but with the words said by the voice overs moving around the edge in yellow. The voice 
overs will have an echo effect on them to show that they are in Christopher's head. The voice overs, and 
all other sound effects, will be played in to the headphones, meaning the audience can fully relate to 
Christopher and feel the intesnity that he feels. The yellow of the lights and writing will represent the 


· fact that Christopher hates yellow and he is currently uncomfortable, in a new and unknow situation.
The yellow spotlight moving around the stage will make him seem as though he is being searched for
and chased, which in Christopher's mind he is, by his father.
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Sticky Note

effective interpretation of the scenes - using props and set design to create meaning. 



Sticky Note

A03 16\20
A detailed answer demonstrating clear contextual knowledge and effective interpretation of set design for  the extracts chosen. 
A04 13\20
A clear analysis of contemporary performance styles. Effective evaluation of live theatre with appropriate links made to their own ideas, 



Sticky Note

Contextual understanding of the play from Christopher's point of view.



Sticky Note

relationship with the audience established in the justification of the chosen stage shape. 



Sticky Note

Clear description of how live theatre influenced the ideas. especially the immersive style. 



Sticky Note



Sticky Note

detailed description and imaginative use of light with sound. Reference to colour and its significance for Christopher shows how contextual knowledge is interwoven with creative ideas to convey meaning . 







In the interaction with the station guard I would have a black and white strobe light begin to flash to 
show the audience that Christopher is uncomfortable being approached by the guard suddenly as he 


. doesn't know him. I saw strobe lights used in the 2019 production of Emilia and found that they made 
the emotional turmoil of the character extremely captivating and sympathetic. I would accompany this 
with the sound of a klaxon, which, in the headphones, will be extremely jarring for the audience and 
make them feel as stressed as Christopher. In contrast, Christopher would be happy seeing the 
information desk, as informatiol})s something he understands. As he approaches the desk I would have 
a warm white wash slowly fade/up on the stage and a faint sound effect of choral singing to show that, /;( 
to him, information is the answer, it is what he has been searching for. The information is not scary, as 
he is approaching it, it is not suddenly approaching him like the station guard. 


In the converstaion with Ed I would have Ed's face projected on to Block A on my diagram. I saw this 
technique used in the 2019 Complicite production of the maic flute, where they projected the face of a 
character who was not actually there, this gave the audience the very clear impression of the characters 
thinking about her. As Ed is in Christopher's head, representing Christopher's own doubts and fears, I 
would have an echo effect on his voice to show the audience that he is not quite real. When he starts 
talking I would have a black out on stage for his first line and then on Chirstopher's response I would 
have a harsh white moving spotlight on him. Throughout the next section Christopher should attempt to 
move away from the light and the projection but both should follow him, with the projection moving 
from block A, to B, to C, to D. 
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Sticky Note

How this impact was created needs development here. 



Sticky Note

manipulation of sound



Sticky Note

A03 25\30
Imaginative use of how light and sound work together/ manipulated to create impact. More understanding of how the scene develops is needed and lx and sfx ideas to show the changes in mood , location, pace and intensity throughout the scene.
A04 7\10
A clear understanding of how designers create mood and atmosphere. More sustained evaluation of live theatre  is needed to connect to their ideas . 







Write the two digit question 
number inside the boxes next 
to the first line of your answer 
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Write the two digit question 
number inside the boxes next 
to the first line of your answer 
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Write the two digit question 
number inside the boxes next 
to the first line of your answer 
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Voice One: 


Voice Two: 


Voice Three: 


Voice Two: 


Voice Four: 


Voice One: 


Voice Three: 


Voice Four: 


Voice Five: 


Voice Two: 


Voice Three: 


Voice Four: 


Voice One: 


Voice Two: 


Voice Five: 
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Coffee 


Fergie to Stay at Manchester United 


Freshly Baked Cookies and Muffins 


Cold Drinks 


Penalty Fares 


Warning 


Savoury Pastries 


Platform 14 


Burger King 


Fresh Filled 


The Reef Cafe Bar 


Business travel 


Special Edition 


Top 75 Albums 


Evening Standard .CV\ o( <- >.- l 


As the chorus becomes more cacophonous Christopher finds it more difficult to continue to walk. 
Christopher stops. Rests his head against a box. Puts his hands over his ears. A Station Guard 
approaches him. 


Station Guard: You look lost. 


Christopher pulls out his Swiss Army knife. 
The Station Guard backs away. 


Station Guard: Whoa, whoa, whoa, whoa. 


Christopher carries on. 


Christopher: Left, right, left, right, left, right, left, right. 


He makes his hand into a telescope to limit his field of vision. t.-"" J. L )< "'l. 
He approaches an information counter. 


Information: 


Christopher: 


Is this London? 


Is this London? 


Sure is honey. 


Is this London? 
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Information: 


Christopher: 


Information: 


Christopher: 


Information: 


Christopher: 


Information: 


Ed: 


Christopher: 


Ed: 


Christopher: 


Ed: 


Christopher: 


Ed: 


Christopher: 


Ed: 


Christopher: 


Ed: 


Christopher: 


Ed: 


Christopher: 


Ed: 


Christopher: 


Ed: 


Christopher: 
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Indeed it is. 


How do I get to 451c Chapter Road, �ndon NW2 5NG? 


Where is that? 


It's 451c Chapter Road, London, NW2 5NG. And sometimes you can write it 
451c Chapter Road, Willesden, London, NW2 5NG. 


Take the Tube to Willesden Junction. Or Willesden Green. Got to be near 
there somewhere. 


What is a Tube? 


Are you for real? Over there. See that big staircase with the escalators? See 
the sign? Says Underground. Take the Bakerloo Line to Willesden Junction or 
the Jubilee to Willesden Green. You OK honey? 6"'� L"f 3 E-"lil �$ox 


Don't do this Christopher. 


Get away from me. 


Christopher, you won't be able to. 


I'm doing really well. 


Where's your red line gone? See? It's disappeared hasn't it? 


Where's your Swiss Army knife? Have you lost it? 


It's in my pocket. 


Where? 


Here. 


How the hell are you going to find the Jubilee Line. You don't even know what 
an escalator is, do you? 


It's a moving staircase. You step onto it. It carries you down. It's funny. Look. 


Stop laughing. Everybody's looking at you. 


It's like something out of science fiction. 


I'm worried about you. 


You're lying. You killed Wellington. 


Where are you going? 


To watch the people. It's easy look. You go to the black machine. You look at 
where you want to go. You find the price. You put your money in. 


You haven't got any money. 


I have. I stole your card. 
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Your chosen type of stage: .::t.:\I\. ->r�-- ... �.9.Yv.'.'&.. 
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Sticky Note

Type of stage and reasons for choice .



Sticky Note

Influence and personal response as an audience member to the use of this stage space. 



Sticky Note

Extract 1



Sticky Note

Description of the set to indicate location and indicate  its contemporary relevance.  







Sticky Note

Transition into this scene indicates understanding of how the structure of the play might be considered by a set designer. 



Sticky Note

props and consideration of sightlines. 



Sticky Note

How influence has been adopted in the set design ideas to emphasise the themes of the extract.







Sticky Note

Contemporary relevance



Sticky Note

Extract 2 



Sticky Note

A.V used as set 



Sticky Note

Colour







Sticky Note

Justification of ideas



Sticky Note

Influence of set design ideas in their own  interpretation



Sticky Note

A03  17\20
A mature and detailed answer. Ideas are connected well to the themes of the play. More detail regarding the style of production needed. 
AO4 16/20
An effective evaluation of appropriate live theatre examples. Clear links were made to their own ideas for  set design. More analysis of the performance styles needed. 
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poignant for a contemporary audience as Huawei is currently being investigated for collecting 
information about people through their phones. The lights in the Chinese cube should go out as Zhang 
Lin leaves his apartment and the lines in the America cube should go out as the voice over 'the 1st of 
May 1989' plays. 


I would start the next section with a blackout and sound effects, taken directly from the news footage of 
the Tiananmen masacre should play. This will be extremely hard hitting for a contemporary audience 
who are used to violence and are descensitized to it due to television, computer games and the media. I 
would then have strip lights descend on the front of the stage, to symbolise the lights in a hospital, and 
have young Zhang Lin walk out. When the Nurse enters holding an armful of things, she should bring in 
Liuli's costume from the earlier Tiananmen scenes, carrier bags and a white shirt. When she kneels on 
the floor she should begin putting all of Liuli's stuff in bags, Zhnag Lin should attempt to help, however, 
when he sees her dress he cannot and has to turn away, instead he puts on his new shirt. He should 
leave slowly carrying the two bags, one in each hand, like the tank man. v.jtdl..,1 


For the final moments of the performance I would have the Tank Man image projected on to both of the 
closed shutters on the front of the set. I would have it start small and then slowly zoom in until is is h V 
overbearing and huge. I would have Zhang Lin stand in front of it, in the same position as the tank man. 
After seeing the 2019 production of 'I'm not running' I was struck by their use of over sized projections 
to intensify the captivation of the audience. This will represent to the audience the idea of having the 
tank man as this figure hanging over him for years, as it wasnt ever what he wanted to be or to end up 
as, but it has invasively been with him all this time. 


Part C 


(Diagram 3 in Answer Book) 


It is vital in this play that the audience are fully immersed and sympathise with Christopher, so that they 
can relate to him and begin to understand life with autism to some degree. Using an in the round 
staging, I would have a circular stage on a revolve and audience on all sides. I would also have my 
entrance and exits through the audience, as shown in the diagram to make it more immersive. The floor 
of my stage would be an LED video floor that can have still or moving images on it, and utilises tracking 
technology, allowing it to track the movements of actors and follow them if necessary. I would also have 
the audience on raked seating to ensure that the could see the action of the play. I would have my 
audience wearing headphones as, after seeing Simon McBurney's one man show 'Encounter' in 2018 I 
was amazed by the effect that having the sound effects directly in headphones had on the audience. It 
fully emersed everyone and made the entire production increadibly intense and captivating throughout. 
In this scene Christopher is lost and alone and therefore I would utilise my sound and lighting to show 
this. I would also have blocks around the stage, that can be used as set pieces and for projection. 


I would start this section with yellow moving lights following christopher around the stage. The floor 
should be black but with the words said by the voice overs moving around the edge in yellow. The voice 
overs will have an echo effect on them to show that they are in Christopher's head. The voice overs, and 
all other sound effects, will be played in to the headphones, meaning the audience can fully relate to 
Christopher and feel the intesnity that he feels. The yellow of the lights and writing will represent the 
fact that Christopher hates yellow and he is currently uncomfortable, in a new and unknow situation. 
The yellow spotlight moving around the stage will make him seem as though he is being searched for 
and chased, which in Christopher's mind he is, by his father. 
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In the interaction with the station guard I would have a black and white strobe light begin to flash to 
show the audience that Christopher is uncomfortable being approached by the guard suddenly as he 


. doesn't know him. I saw strobe lights used in the 2019 production of Emilia and found that they made 
the emotional turmoil of the character extremely captivating and sympathetic. I would accompany this 
with the sound of a klaxon, which, in the headphones, will be extremely jarring for the audience and 
make them feel as stressed as Christopher. In contrast, Christopher would be happy seeing the 
information desk, as informatiol}Js something he understands. As he approaches the desk I would have 
a warm white wash slowly fade/up on the stage and a faint sound effect of choral singing to show that, 
to him, information is the answer, it is what he has been searching for. The information is not scary, as 
he is approaching it, it is not suddenly approaching him like the station guard. 


In the converstaion with Ed I would have Ed's face projected on to Block A on my diagram. I saw this 
' technique used in the 2019 Complicite production of the maic flute, where they projected the face of a 
character who was not actually there, this gave the audience the very clear impression of the characters 
thinking about her. As Ed is in Christopher's head, representing Christopher's own doubts and fears, I 
would have an echo effect on his voice to show the audience that he is not quite real. When he starts 
talking I would have a black out on stage for his first line and then on Chirstopher's response I would 
have a harsh white moving spotlight on him. Throughout the next section Christopher should attempt to 
move away from the light and the projection but both should follow him, with the projection moving 
from block A, to B, to C, to D. 
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Section A 


4) 


a) 


Within this scene the Young Woman and her mother are in the kitchen of their home, in the evening, �-t- · 
eating dinner. As I would stage this production in 1928 when it was written I would have my costume �,;c)d. · 
and makeup match the time period. As I would stage this production expressionistically costume can be 
used to express things to the audience that naturalism may not permit. I would have the mother in a 
long cotton dress. I would make it look as though it was once white but is now worn, faded and slightly 
dirty, as as a woman in this time, who is not working, she would have been cooking and cleaning all day. 
I would have the dress be clearly patched in multiple places to show that she doesnt have much money. 
This will infer to the audience why she is so excited about the prospect of her daughter marrying a rich 
man like Mr. J, when shes says 'Vice-President! His income must be - Does he know you've got a mother 


_ to support?'. I would also have her wearing a stained white apron over her dress. This will make the 
context of her being a house woman obvious to the audience and remind them of the subordination of 
women at the time, a theme which Treadwell adresses continuously throughout the piece. The apron 
should also be made of cotton, and have a lace trim around the edge which is frayed and falling off, due 
to the age and wear of the item. Her shoes should be old and scuffed, to add to the idea that she is not 
particularly wealthy. They should be black leather, lace up boots. As these shoes would have been 
popular in the 1910s this connotes to the audience that she is of an older generation than some of the c oN{;
other characters, who would be in more up to date 1920s fashion. I would put her hair in a tight bun as 
it this suggests an intense character, however I would have small bits of hair coming out the sides and 
the top, to show that, not only has she been cleaning and cooking all day, but also to suggest that she is 
not entirely together as she is alone most of the day, and her character later in the scene suggests that 
she is very erratic. I would give her bags under her eyes using makeup to suggest to the audience that �\ q1 ·


she is work out and I would give her wrinkles, and emphasize those of the actor, to accentuate that she 
A. IL "' is older, due to the expressionistic nature of my production it would not matter if this doesnt look


»-�-b' entirely natural as it is accentuating to the audience the youth of the Young Woman as her youth, and 
notably her skin (on her hands), are what drew Mr. J to her. (:,e:�t- / to, o.r� 


b) 


This section starts with a conversation off stage between a small boy and his mother. As it is off stage 
the relationship and interaction between these characters must be shown to the audience using just � 
their voices. I would have the Young Boys voice at a notably higher pitch to the mothers to show his 
youth and I would have him elongate the words on his line 'oh, Mal' to show that he is complaining. In 
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Sticky Note

Contextual knowledge relating to the scene , character time period and production style. Further detail of what expressionism means needed. 



Sticky Note

Costume not asked for in this question.



Sticky Note

Thematic understanding. 



Sticky Note

Indication of character age.




Sticky Note

Function of hair design to convey character and her status. 



Sticky Note

Limited description of make up. more detailed reference to how the effect is created is needed. More use of subject specific vocab required.



Sticky Note

6\10
A general description of hair design and function. Context of the given scene is considered but the details of design asked for in the question are not developed in enough detail.



Sticky Note

Context of the extract  is established. 







�· 


contrast I would have the Mother's words be short and to the point to show that she is irratated with 
him when she says 'Johnny-Johnny- come in now!'. This short interaction, shows the audience how the 
relationship between the Young Woman and her mother is similar to that of a small child and his 
parent, and shows the audience how her Mother still treats her as if she is a child. 


In the next interactiofl"6etween the Young Woman and her Mother, I would have them both start sitting 
at a table centre stage, however, when the Young Woman says 'I'm grown up Ma' I would have the 
Mother stand up suddenly as if she is trying to run away from this idea. She should say the line 'Grown 
up! what do you mean by that' without looking at the Young Woman as she is slighlty scared of where 
this conversation is going and that she may soon lose her daughter, and her motivation at this moment 
is to prevent that from happening. However, she should say the line forcefully, as she is trying to hide 
this, however when she says 'grown up' there should be a slight catch in her throat as though she has 
just failed to hide her true feelings. The Young Woman's response should be calm and measured but 
also quiet, as she is attempting to be careful and not upset her mother. The Mother should begin n 
moving away from the Young Woman, and move down stage right, so that she is still visable to the 
audience, and begin collecting dishes as the Young Woman says 'Nothing much I guess' with a low pitch V. and volume. However, when the Mother says 'Well I cant talk with dirty dishes around' I would have the 
Young Woman sigh exasperatedly and stand from her seat to say 'Ma! Listen! Listen!' at this point the 
Mother should stop motionless, still not looking at the Young Woman as this action and sudden change 
in demeaner of the Young Woman would have taken her by surprise. When the Young Woman says \J huS 
'there's a man that wants to marry me' her voice should soften and she should sit back down in the f>· - d 
chair. It is important at this moment that the Young Woman does not seem happy or excited by this 
prospect as she does not love him, but she feels she must marry him, as it is was the societal norm at 
the time. The Mother should move back to the table slowly and sit down opposite her daughter. There 
should be a moment of silence between the two characters where they hold eye-contact as they are 2>' 
both aware that this revelation will change the dynamic between them, as if the Young Woman is to 
marry, then she will move out of the house, leaving her mother alone. This moment of intense 
interaction, with no speech will make the audiece feel drawn in to the relationship and intensely 
anticipating what happens next. The Young Woman should be the first to look away and she should 
begin looking at and wringing her hands. The Mother should says the line'what man?' very quietly and 
slowly as though she is searching for the right words but that was the only things she could come up 
with. On the line 'he said he fell in love with my hands' the Young Woman should slowly and 
expressionistically move her hands intwining her fingers in front of her. This sequence should last a few 
seconds, before it is broken by the Mother saying 'In love! Is that begining again! I though you were 


Vover that!'. This should be said sharply and aggressively to show the audience that this is something she 
takes real issue with. The Mother should stand as she says it breaking the intensity that had built from 
them both sitting together and move back to the sink. 


The second offstage section is an interaction between a boy and a girl meeting in secret. This interaction 
represents tot he audience the love that the Young Woman feels she should have for her future 
husband but does not feel. The voices should be light, happy and flirtatious, and when the Girl says 'I 
can't' she should giggle at the end to show that she actually wants to leave her house and meet him. On 
the Boy's line 'come on' he should elongate the syllabuls to show he is pleading with her and in the Girls 
response 'well - just for a minute' she should draw out the 'well' as though she is teasing him but then 
quickly say 'just for a minute' to show her excitement' 


In the next section between the Young Woman and the Mother the Young Woman should say her first 
line 'I got to get married Ma' dejectedly and as though this is a chore, she should look down sadly and 
furrow her brow to show that she is confused and does not know how to make this decision. 
Throughout this conversation the Young Woman should fiddle with the table cloth and speaking in a 
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Sticky Note

Considers the significance of the other voices in the scene. 



Sticky Note

Position in the performance space described . Explanation of this is mature and creative conveying detailed understanding of character motivation and interaction. 



Sticky Note

A mature interweaving of physical and vocal skills at specific moments in the extract. The response of other characters is insightful. 



Sticky Note

Gesture



Sticky Note

Justification of vocal skills is clear and shows awareness of the impact upon an audience. 







high pitched winey voice that makes her sound like a child. This will show the audience that the Young 
Woman is still a child to the Mother. As the Young Woman persistently asks her questions such as 'all 
women get married dont they?' her voice should get persistently more and more nasal and high pitched 
to show her getting stressex about the situation. Throughout this the Mother should continue to was 
dishes by the sink at the front of the stage, refusing to look at her daughter. This lack of interaction will 
sybolise to the audience the strained relationship between the two. 


The next offstage section sybolises the Young Woman's beliefs of what the reality of what a marriage 
where she does not love her husband will look like. The woman's voice should be desparate and 
pleading to show that, at the time, there was little a wife could do as she was controlled by and the 
property of, her husband. The husband's answers shuch as 'out' should be said in a low voice and 
quickly to show the audience that he doesn't want to answer her questions. 


In the next interaction between the Young Woman and her mother, I would have the mother start at 
the sink but when the Young Woman says 'The Vice-President' she should suddenly turn and move away 
from the sink, to show her interest in the money. She should sit down next to the Young Woman at this 
point to show her sudden desire to be close to her. On the line 'How soon are you going to marry him' 
she should widen her eyes and move her head so that she is looking directly at the Young Woman. She 
should also touch the Young Woman's arm on the table. However when the Young Woman says 'I'm not 
going to' I would have her stand up at the same time pulling her arm away from her mother and begin 
pacing to show her conflicted feelings on the matter. Throughout the ensuing argument they should 
both raise their voices slightly more on each line, furthermore, the womans walking pace should 
increase to show the increased stress she is feeling. On the line 'Are you crazy?' the Mother should 
stand up and slam her hands on the table, as she feels as though her own daughter is taking the 


11 opportunity to have money away from her. Only on the line 'I dont love him' should the Young Woman 
stop pacing and turn to look directly at her Mother. The Mother's voice should drop to a menacing low 
pitch and she should stage whisper her response 'Love - what does that amount to' they should hold 
eyep-contact throughout this conversation, with the Young Woman pleading with her Mother on the 
line 'what can you count on in life' she should move towards her hands held together as if in prayer as 
she is begging her Mother to help her understand. When the Mother says 'I'll tell you what you can 
count on ... ' she should sit down but look straight at the Young Woman seriously as she feels she is 
telling her the facts of life. She should speak loudly and harshly, with increasing pitch as she gets 
progressively more frustrated. The Young Woman should sit down next to her when she says 'but Ma 
didn't you love Pa', and look gazing at her Mother, as though begging her to reinforce her beleif in love 
and to sho her that it is real and she isn't crazy. The Mother's response should be said quickly and sound 
as though it is off hand, however, she should not look at the Young Woman as though just thinking 
about it is painful. Finally when the Young Woman says 'about all that - Love!' she should speak 
excitedly and loudly to show her enthusiasm for the subject and the Mother should look at her p; �, •
pittyingly as she has experienced the reality's of marriage for women at the time and she knows the 
truth that the Young Woman at this moment does not understand. 


Section B 


10) 


(Diagrams 1 and 2 in answer book) 


Within Chimerica the themes of censorship are particularly prevelant. Since the plays conception in 
2013, this theme has arguably only become even more relevant. In public out cry over the new social C'Df\.}"
credit system in China and the fact that the Chinese government has said that they wish to have a file on 
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Sticky Note

Understanding of how the emotion and intensity between the characters is building in this extract.



Sticky Note

28\30
An imaginative and highly creative explanation of how the relationship is created by a director. 
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SECTION A 


The grid below is for Section A, questions 1-5 (a).  Indicative content for each text follows. 


Band 
AO3 


Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of how drama and theatre 
is developed and performed 


5 


9–10 marks 
• A clear and detailed description of hair and make-up ideas


demonstrating knowledge and understanding of the role of these in a
performance.


• A clear and detailed knowledge and understanding of the function of
hair and make-up in conveying character to communicate meaning in
the given scene.


• Highly relevant use of subject specific terminology.


4 


7–8 marks 
• A clear description of hair and make-up ideas demonstrating


knowledge and understanding of the role of these in a performance.
• A clear knowledge and understanding of the function of hair and make-


up in conveying character to communicate meaning in the given scene.
• Relevant use of subject specific terminology.


3 


5–6 marks 
• A general description of hair and make- up ideas demonstrating


knowledge and understanding of the role of these in a performance.
• A general knowledge and understanding of the function of hair and


make-up in conveying character to communicate meaning in the given
scene.


• Generally relevant use of subject specific terminology.


2 


3–4 marks 
• A limited description of hair and make- up ideas demonstrating


knowledge and understanding of the role of these in a performance.
• A limited knowledge and understanding of the function of hair and


make-up in conveying character to communicate meaning in the given
scene.


• Limited use of subject specific terminology.


1 


1–2 marks 
• Little or no description of hair and make- up ideas demonstrating


knowledge and understanding of the role of these in a performance.
• Little or no knowledge and understanding of the function of hair and


make-up in conveying character to communicate meaning in the given
scene.


• Little or no relevant use of subject specific terminology.
0 marks 


• Response not worthy of credit
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The grid below is for Section A, questions 1-5 (b).  Indicative content for each text follows. 
 


Band 
AO3 


Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of how drama and theatre 
is developed (and performed) 


5 


25–30 marks 
• A mature and insightful answer clearly demonstrating a detailed 


knowledge and understanding of the interactions in this extract 
• An imaginative and highly creative explanation of how the interpretation 


would be achieved using; character motivation, vocal and physical skills 
and performance space 


• Highly relevant use of subject specific terminology. 


4 


19–24 marks 
• An insightful answer demonstrating knowledge and understanding of the 


interactions in this extract 
• An effective and creative explanation of how the interpretation would be 


achieved using; character motivation, vocal and physical skills and use 
of performance space 


• Relevant use of subject specific terminology. 


3 


13–18 marks 
• A general answer demonstrating some knowledge and understanding of 


the interactions in this extract 
• A general explanation of how the interpretation would be achieved 


using; character motivation, vocal and physical skills and performance 
space 


• Generally relevant use of subject specific terminology. 


2 


7–12 marks 
• A limited answer demonstrating inconsistent knowledge and 


understanding of the interactions in this extract 
• A limited explanation of how the interpretation would be achieved using; 


character motivation, vocal and physical skills and performance space 
• Limited use of subject specific terminology. 


1 


1–6 marks 
• A very limited answer demonstrating little or no knowledge and 


understanding of the interactions in this extract 
• A very limited explanation of how the interpretation would be achieved 


using; character motivation, vocal and physical skills and performance 
space 


• Little or no relevant use of subject specific terminology. 


 0 marks 
• Response not worthy of credit. 
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SECTION B


Answer one question on one set text you have studied.


Either,


6. Saved Edward Bond


Discuss how your creative choices as a set designer (set and props) could enhance the text’s
relevance to a contemporary audience. In your answer you should refer to two key extracts.
You must analyse and evaluate how any live productions you have seen during the course, have
influenced your decisions. [40]


Or,


7. Accidental Death of an Anarchist Dario Fo


Discuss how your creative choices as a set designer (set and props) could enhance the text’s
relevance to a contemporary audience. In your answer you should refer to two key extracts.
You must analyse and evaluate how any live productions you have seen during the course, have
influenced your decisions. [40]


Or,


8. Racing Demon David Hare


Discuss how your creative choices as a set designer (set and props) could enhance the text’s
relevance to a contemporary audience. In your answer you should refer to two key extracts.
You must analyse and evaluate how any live productions you have seen during the course, have
influenced your decisions. [40]


Or,


9. Love and Information Caryl Churchill


Discuss how your creative choices as a set designer (set and props) could enhance the text’s
relevance to a contemporary audience. In your answer you should refer to two key extracts.
You must analyse and evaluate how any live productions you have seen during the course, have
influenced your decisions. [40]


Or,


10. Chimerica Lucy Kirkwood


Discuss how your creative choices as a set designer (set and props) could enhance the text’s
relevance to a contemporary audience. In your answer you should refer to two key extracts.
You must analyse and evaluate how any live productions you have seen during the course, have
influenced your decisions. [40]
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Write the two digit question 
number inside the boxes next 
to the first line of your answer 


Answer 


5 111111 1 1 11 1111 
8705 


Leave 


blank 



Sticky Note

Performance space  evokes trapped feeling in the scene - needs justification. 



Sticky Note

Vocal and physical skills need specific terminology.



Sticky Note

Vocal skills general . The response needs to identify when the vocals change and why.



Sticky Note

18\30
Some clear understanding of how the use of the performance  space plays a part in the action of the scene. More exploration of the character interaction and relationships needed. The description of vocal and physical skills are general. 







---


Write the two digit question 
number inside the boxes next 
to the first line of your answer 


Answer 


6 111111 1 11 1 1111 
8706 


Leav 


blank 



Sticky Note

General understanding of the  context of the play and  its performance style.



Sticky Note

Establishes themes within the chosen extract and connects this to contemporary events. 







Write the two digit question 
·number inside the boxes next
to the first line of your answer


Answer 


7 


D.. h_'' 


Leave 


blank 


., I 


r/..l · 


111111 1 1111 1 11 
8707 



Sticky Note

Direct reference to the scene  used to justify ideas and connections to theme .



Sticky Note

Set design concept reinforces the theme.



Sticky Note

Use of levels to convey meaning to tan audience.



Sticky Note

Connection of ideas of the use of ropes explained but A04 link is general.







Write the two digit question 


number inside the boxes next 
to the first line of your answer 


)< � 


cot"�\
�+ 


Answer 


8 111111 1 1 111 111 
8708 



Sticky Note

Use of props



Sticky Note

General link through props made with the live theatre production. More detail needed. 







Write the two digit question 
number inside the boxes next 
to the first line of your answer 


Answer 
Leave 
blank 


�/ clA-e.{\L(_ � J _ _  ,_ 
t, ' �:J' \I f./r'. c},g_o dJ.. CRrcU CN \ � 


a!� ...J__�C��C)ri�rv\__!__!.._�\J__:,,,,!_S_____:_,__c':,:::��O�\;U;::...:::._:\:\-=--=---=\J"'..:______:__----=S=-,..:_'\_�r\:.=--.)_D_�_�=-=.!..._ -'---I-


()£\(\, OU \Z.-� to �Qte___ · ��G}� U)(\��''"'
· · ('\�t � 0", p, ct�� __su._c,\,r'\ o.. c -ci...-...e 


�------"-'�LL!:.- fiY'l::__:__U........u� {},.__ _ f\ n - b 1 c;;___..i;


--'----��F------------'--"----/V-"'V'-A--�����-U�'IL __ ___ 
(2>J {A ti . - lJ.A__g__:{-


9 111111 1 11 11 111 
8709 



Sticky Note

Ideas convey meaning to the audience. 



Sticky Note

Audience immersive involvement shows understanding of the meta theatrical style of the play.



Sticky Note

A03 - 17\20
A detailed understanding of the context and style of the play with effective ideas to show this. Thematic understanding is mature and contemporary relevance considered throughout the response. 
A04 - 12\20
General analysis of live theatre . Some examples developed more than other The links to their own ideas  were general .
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Write the two digit question 
number inside the boxes next 
to the first line of your answer 


Answer 


5 111111 1 1 11 1111 
8705 


Leave 


blank 







---


Write the two digit question 
number inside the boxes next 
to the first line of your answer 


Answer 


6 111111 1 11 1 1111 
8706 


Leav 


blank 







Write the two digit question 
·number inside the boxes next
to the first line of your answer 


Answer 


7 


D.. h_'' 


Ol;\ 


111111 1 1111 1 11 
8707 


Leave 


blank 


t 







Write the two digit question 


number inside the boxes next 
to the first line of your answer 


Answer 


8 111111 1 1 111 111 
8708 







Write the two digit question 
number inside the boxes next 
to the first line of your answer 


Answer 
Leave 
blank 


�/ clA-e.{\L(_ � J _ _  ,_ 
t, ' �:J' \I f./r'. c},g_o dJ.. CRrcU CN \ � 


()£\(\, OU \Z.-ed to �Qte__ · ��G}� (j)(\��''"' 
· · ('\�t � 0", p, ct�� __su._c,\,r'\ o.. c -ci...-...e


�------"-'"-1.,Y.l-\.L!..!:-t;Y)c__:__U---'..J� {},.__ _ f\ n - b 1 c;;___..i; 


% V'-A-- ���-U�'IL __ ___ 
(2>J {A ti . - lJ.A__g__:{-


9 111111 1 11 11 111 
8709 












-


Nrite 
1umb1 
to the 


Write the two digit question 
number inside the boxes next 
to the first line of your answer 


Answer 


2 


b 


111111 1 11 11111 
8702 







Write the two digit question 


number inside the boxes next 


to the first line of your answer 
Answer 


3 111111 1 1 1 11111 
8703 


Leave 


blank 







Write the two digit question 
number inside the boxes next 
to the first line of your answer 


Answer 


4 111111 1 111 11 11 
8704 


Leave 


blank 
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Write the two digit question 
number inside the boxes next 
to the first line of your answer 


Answer 


5 111111 1 1 11 1111 
8705 


Leave 


blank 












-


Nrite 
1umb1 
to the 


Write the two digit question 
number inside the boxes next 
to the first line of your answer 


-�.


Answer 


2 


b 


111111 1 11 11111 
8702 



Sticky Note

General context of the scene.



Sticky Note

Period / character type named - needs explanation. What is a "Southern belle"? 







Write the two digit question 


number inside the boxes next 


to the first line of your answer 
Answer 


3 111111 1 1 1 11111 
8703 


Leave 


blank 



Sticky Note

Description of hair design within the context of the scene in the play. Some general justification of ideas in terms of character. 



Sticky Note

General knowledge of character - more explicit connection to the scene needed. 



Sticky Note

General understanding of the function of make up to convey meaning. 



Sticky Note

6\10
Knowledge of the text is clear but general. more detail and use of subject specific vocab needed. 







Write the two digit question 
number inside the boxes next 
to the first line of your answer 


Answer 


4 111111 1 111 11 11 
8704 


Leave 


blank 



Sticky Note

AO4 - evaluation connects to the reaction of a character and his use of the performance space. Link made to given extract. 



Sticky Note

Character status and motivation described.
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Write the two digit question 
number inside the boxes next 
to the first line of your answer 


Answer 


5 111111 1 1 11 1111 
8705 


Leave 


blank 



Sticky Note

Performance space  evokes trapped feeling in the scene - needs justification. 



Sticky Note

Vocal and physical skills need specific terminology.



Sticky Note

Vocal skills general . The response needs to identify when the vocals change and why.



Sticky Note

18\30
Some clear understanding of how the use of the performance  space plays a part in the action of the scene. More exploration of the character interaction and relationships needed. The description of vocal and physical skills are general. 
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SECTION C 


Read the following extract from The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time by Mark Haddon 
and adapted by Simon Stephens. 


Part Two Pages@ - 69) 


11. Alongside the text, ii:, .th.e appropriate column, give details regarding your ideas for Ii hting and
(recoraea sound effec@for this extract. Ensure that you have noted on the text where 1g ting


and sound cues happen. In the space provided on pages 10-13, explain and justify your ideas 
for lighting and sound. [40] 


In your answer, you must: 


• analyse and evaluate how any live productions you have seen during the course have
influenced your design choices


• consider
o your chosen type of stage


I 


© WJEC CBAC Ltd. 


/ 
(A690U30-1) Turn over. 


I 


"' 


0 







Voice One: 


Voice Two: 


Voice Three: 


Voice Two: 


Voice Four: 


Voice One: 


Voice Three: 


Voice Four: 


Voice Five: 


Voice Two: 


Voice Three: 


Voice Four: 


Voice One: 


Voice Two: 


Voice Five: 


6 


Coffee 


Fergie to Stay at Manchester United 


Freshly Baked Cookies and Muffins 


Cold Drinks 


Penalty Fares 


Warning 


Savoury Pastries 


Platform 14 


Burger King 


Fresh Filled 


The Reef Cafe Bar 


Business travel 


Special Edition 


Top 75 Albums 


Evening Standard 


As the chorus becomes more cacophonous Christopher finds it more difficult to continue to walk. 
Christopher stops. Rests his head against a box. Puts his hands over his ears. A Station Guard 
approaches him. 


Station Guard: You look lost. 


Christopher pulls out his Swiss Army knife. 
The Station Guard backs away. 


Station Guard: Whoa, whoa, whoa, whoa. 


Christopher carries on. 


Christopher: Left, right, left, right, left, right, left, right. 


He makes his hand into a telescope to limit his field of vision. 
He approaches an information counter. 


Information: 


Christopher: 


Is this London? 


Is this London? 


Sure is honey. 


Is this London? 


© WJEC CBAC Ltd. (A690U30-1) 


LX 
(Lighting) 


© WJEC CBAC Ltd. 
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SFX 
(Recorded Sound Effects) 


X 


-- <z� � t 


G twVhU l'r.0-e{A'"n'rv.., u,


(/i'h) 


I 


tov 


(A690U30-1) Turn over. 







Information: 


Christopher: 


Information: 


Christopher: 


Information: 


Christopher: 


Information: 


Ed: 


Christopher: 


Ed: 


Christopher: 


Ed: 


Christopher: 


Ed: 


Christopher: 


Ed: 


Christopher: 


Ed: 


Christopher: 


Ed: 


Christopher: 


Ed: 


Christopher: 


Ed: 


Christopher: 


-------------------------------


8 


Indeed it is. 


How do I get to 451c Chapter Road, London NW2 5NG? 


Where is that? 


It's 451c Chapter Road, London, NW2 5NG. And sometimes you can write it 
451c Chapter Road, Willesden, London, NW2 5NG. 


Take the Tube to Willesden ,,unction. Or Willesden Green. Got to be near 
there somewhere. 


What is a Tube? 


Are you for real? Over there. See that big staircase with the escalators? See 
the sign? Says Underground. Take the Bakerloo Line to Willesden Junction or 
the Jubilee to Willesden Green. You OK honey? 


Don't do this Christopher. 


Get away from me. 


Christopher, you won't be able to. 


I'm doing really well. 


Where's your red line gone? See? It's disappeared hasn't it? 


Where's your Swiss Army knife? Have you lost it? 


It's in my pocket. 


Where? 


Here. 


How the hell are you going to find the Jubilee Line. You don't even know what 
an escalator is, do you? 


It's a moving staircase. You step onto it. It carries you down. It's funny. Look. 


Stop laughing. Everybody's looking at you. 


It's like something out of science fiction. 


I'm worried about you. 


You're lying. You killed Wellington. 


Where are you going? 


To watch the people. It's easy look. You go to the black machine. You look at 
where you want to go. You find the price. You put your money in. 


You haven't got any money. 


I have. I stole your card. 


© WJEC CBAC ltd. (A690U30-1) 


� Jb .. , �� 0 "'-,·


jl,t'' \, 0 \_ -


LX 
(Lighting) 


Qw\ Ler_,Q 
OV\ u e1J�V do


�c.,\t �w ·--


9 


SFX 
(Recorded Sound Effects) 


S�x (,L) � A.� ·1°J 
okc"-"\ � � :, _ 6lvs� (loH-e.


D � lt)Jc:__ �o�\ Pc� lr - , � 4v'1l _


cfb�,) � 0.J 1e,t1 e__(J&


i' C• ,.,/ 
✓' 


© WJEC CBAC Ltd. (A690U30-1) Turn over. 



Sticky Note

LX and SFX cues are linked to the dialogue 
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Sticky Note

Justification of stage type in terms of  characterisation . ( contextual knowledge)  



Sticky Note

Effective reference to a specific moment in the extract and its intended meaning. 
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Examiner 
only 



Sticky Note

Clear analysis of a sound designers techniques to create atmosphere , mood and location. 



Sticky Note

Knowledge of how sound can be manipulated and its desired meaning. 
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Sticky Note

Effective use of intensity and length of cue to convey lighting design ideas. The impact and meaning for the audience is explained. 
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Sticky Note

Relevant links made to the their own ideas. 







Write the two digit question 
number inside the boxes next 
to the first line of your answer 


I L 


Answer 


9 111111 1 11 11 111 
8709 


Leave 


blank 



Sticky Note

Link made to their own creative ideas and its meaning for an audience is described effectively.  .



Sticky Note

Clear and detailed knowledge and understanding of the context, style and themes of the play and how they can be represented through some set design ideas. More development of the ideas stated or other aspects of set design needed. A03  13\20



Sticky Note

Some clear analysis of live theatre productions . One example developed further than the other and similarly the link to their own ideas was uneven in the response. A04 13\20



Sticky Note

Wider context of the scene




Sticky Note

Use of colour



Sticky Note

Production style



Sticky Note

positioning of the lights 







Write the two digit question 
number inside the boxes next 
to the first line of your answer 


}J 0,...,, � 


Answer 


S-ovv CL ct, {A_,C-,,v-\ I �, �-
\ 


( ...,-


-�(k,,lu\1:, p� V"'-.A. (,nw U/.. Ule,1,-1J c� 
l,CA<.J. � µ_s. (Y"\� • Lv u&o . s :_


-�' bl>2-- � �/ {)� G PrvJ J./f.P ( ct;1�L6 olu \ 
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Sticky Note

A03 - Effective use of lighting  and sound cues  for key moments in the extract. Choices are justified within the context of the scene and whole text. More coverage of the scene needed to show understanding of the changing atmosphere and mood throughout. 24\30

A04 A clear analysis of how designers use light and sound to create mood atmosphere and location. Effective evaluation of live theatre and links made to own ideas. 8\10












Section A 


4) 


a) 


Within this scene the Young Woman and her mother are in the kitchen of their home, in the evening, 
eating dinner. As I would stage this production in 1928 when it was written I would have my costume 
and makeup match the time period. As I would stage this production expressionistically costume can be 
used to express things to the audience that naturalism may not permit. I would have the mother in a 
long cotton dress. I would make it look as though it was once white but is now worn, faded and slightly 
dirty, as as a woman in this time, who is not working, she would have been cooking and cleaning all day. 
I would have the dress be clearly patched in multiple places to show that she doesnt have much money. 
This will infer to the audience why she is so excited about the prospect of her daughter marrying a rich 
man like Mr. J, when shes says 'Vice-President! His income must be - Does he know you've got a mother 
to support?'. I would also have her wearing a stained white apron over her dress. This will make the 
context of her being a house woman obvious to the audience and remind them of the subordination of 
women at the time, a theme which Treadwell adresses continuously throughout the piece. The apron 
should also be made of cotton, and have a lace trim around the edge which is frayed and falling off, due 
to the age and wear of the item. Her shoes should be old and scuffed, to add to the idea that she is not 
particularly wealthy. They should be black leather, lace up boots. As these shoes would have been 
popular in the 1910s this connotes to the audience that she is of an older generation than some of the 
other characters, who would be in more up to date 1920s fashion. I would put her hair in a tight bun as 
it this suggests an intense character, however I would have small bits of hair coming out the sides and 
the top, to show that, not only has she been cleaning and cooking all day, but also to suggest that she is 
not entirely together as she is alone most of the day, and her character later in the scene suggests that 
she is very erratic. I would give her bags under her eyes using makeup to suggest to the audience that 
she is work out and I would give her wrinkles, and emphasize those of the actor, to accentuate that she 
is older, due to the expressionistic nature of my production it would not matter if this doesnt look 
entirely natural as it is accentuating to the audience the youth of the Young Woman as her youth, and 
notably her skin (on her hands), are what drew Mr. J to her. 


b) 


This section starts with a conversation off stage between a small boy and his mother. As it is off stage 
the relationship and interaction between these characters must be shown to the audience using just 
their voices. I would have the Young Boys voice at a notably higher pitch to the mothers to show his 
youth and I would have him elongate the words on his line 'oh, Mal' to show that he is complaining. In 
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contrast I would have the Mother's words be short and to the point to show that she is irratated with 
him when she says 'Johnny-Johnny- come in now!'. This short interaction, shows the audience how the 
relationship between the Young Woman and her mother is similar to that of a small child and his 
parent, and shows the audience how her Mother still treats her as if she is a child. 


In the next interactiofl"6etween the Young Woman and her Mother, I would have them both start sitting 
at a table centre stage, however, when the Young Woman says 'I'm grown up Ma' I would have the 
Mother stand up suddenly as if she is trying to run away from this idea. She should say the line 'Grown 
up! what do you mean by that' without looking at the Young Woman as she is slighlty scared of where 
this conversation is going and that she may soon lose her daughter, and her motivation at this moment 
is to prevent that from happening. However, she should say the line forcefully, as she is trying to hide 
this, however when she says 'grown up' there should be a slight catch in her throat as though she has 
just failed to hide her true feelings. The Young Woman's response should be calm and measured but 
also quiet, as she is attempting to be careful and not upset her mother. The Mother should begin 
moving away from the Young Woman, and move down stage right, so that she is still visable to the 
audience, and begin collecting dishes as the Young Woman says 'Nothing much I guess' with a low pitch 
and volume. However, when the Mother says 'Well I cant talk with dirty dishes around' I would have the 
Young Woman sigh exasperatedly and stand from her seat to say 'Ma! Listen! Listen!' at this point the 
Mother should stop motionless, still not looking at the Young Woman as this action and sudden change 
in demeaner of the Young Woman would have taken her by surprise. When the Young Woman says 
'there's a man that wants to marry me' her voice should soften and she should sit back down in the 
chair. It is important at this moment that the Young Woman does not seem happy or excited by this 
prospect as she does not love him, but she feels she must marry him, as it is was the societal norm at 
the time. The Mother should move back to the table slowly and sit down opposite her daughter. There 
should be a moment of silence between the two characters where they hold eye-contact as they are 
both aware that this revelation will change the dynamic between them, as if the Young Woman is to 
marry, then she will move out of the house, leaving her mother alone. This moment of intense 
interaction, with no speech will make the audiece feel drawn in to the relationship and intensely 
anticipating what happens next. The Young Woman should be the first to look away and she should 
begin looking at and wringing her hands. The Mother should says the line'what man?' very quietly and 
slowly as though she is searching for the right words but that was the only things she could come up 
with. On the line 'he said he fell in love with my hands' the Young Woman should slowly and 
expressionistically move her hands intwining her fingers in front of her. This sequence should last a few 
seconds, before it is broken by the Mother saying 'In love! Is that begining again! I though you were 
over that!'. This should be said sharply and aggressively to show the audience that this is something she 
takes real issue with. The Mother should stand as she says it breaking the intensity that had built from 
them both sitting together and move back to the sink. 


The second offstage section is an interaction between a boy and a girl meeting in secret. This interaction 
represents tot he audience the love that the Young Woman feels she should have for her future 
husband but does not feel. The voices should be light, happy and flirtatious, and when the Girl says 'I 
can't' she should giggle at the end to show that she actually wants to leave her house and meet him. On 
the Boy's line 'come on' he should elongate the syllabuls to show he is pleading with her and in the Girls 
response 'well - just for a minute' she should draw out the 'well' as though she is teasing him but then 
quickly say 'just for a minute' to show her excitement' 


In the next section between the Young Woman and the Mother the Young Woman should say her first 
line 'I got to get married Ma' dejectedly and as though this is a chore, she should look down sadly and 
furrow her brow to show that she is confused and does not know how to make this decision. 
Throughout this conversation the Young Woman should fiddle with the table cloth and speaking in a 
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high pitched winey voice that makes her sound like a child. This will show the audience that the Young 
Woman is still a child to the Mother. As the Young Woman persistently asks her questions such as 'all 
women get married dont they?' her voice should get persistently more and more nasal and high pitched 
to show her getting stressex about the situation. Throughout this the Mother should continue to was 
dishes by the sink at the front of the stage, refusing to look at her daughter. This lack of interaction will 
sybolise to the audience the strained relationship between the two. 


The next offstage section sybolises the Young Woman's beliefs of what the reality of what a marriage 
where she does not love her husband will look like. The woman's voice should be desparate and 
pleading to show that, at the time, there was little a wife could do as she was controlled by and the 
property of, her husband. The husband's answers shuch as 'out' should be said in a low voice and 
quickly to show the audience that he doesn't want to answer her questions. 


In the next interaction between the Young Woman and her mother, I would have the mother start at 
the sink but when the Young Woman says 'The Vice-President' she should suddenly turn and move away 
from the sink, to show her interest in the money. She should sit down next to the Young Woman at this 
point to show her sudden desire to be close to her. On the line 'How soon are you going to marry him' 
she should widen her eyes and move her head so that she is looking directly at the Young Woman. She 
should also touch the Young Woman's arm on the table. However when the Young Woman says 'I'm not 
going to' I would have her stand up at the same time pulling her arm away from her mother and begin 
pacing to show her conflicted feelings on the matter. Throughout the ensuing argument they should 
both raise their voices slightly more on each line, furthermore, the womans walking pace should 
increase to show the increased stress she is feeling. On the line 'Are you crazy?' the Mother should 
stand up and slam her hands on the table, as she feels as though her own daughter is taking the 
opportunity to have money away from her. Only on the line 'I dont love him' should the Young Woman 
stop pacing and turn to look directly at her Mother. The Mother's voice should drop to a menacing low 
pitch and she should stage whisper her response 'Love - what does that amount to' they should hold 
eyep-contact throughout this conversation, with the Young Woman pleading with her Mother on the 
line 'what can you count on in life' she should move towards her hands held together as if in prayer as 
she is begging her Mother to help her understand. When the Mother says 'I'll tell you what you can 
count on ... ' she should sit down but look straight at the Young Woman seriously as she feels she is 
telling her the facts of life. She should speak loudly and harshly, with increasing pitch as she gets 
progressively more frustrated. The Young Woman should sit down next to her when she says 'but Ma 
didn't you love Pa', and look gazing at her Mother, as though begging her to reinforce her beleif in love 
and to sho her that it is real and she isn't crazy. The Mother's response should be said quickly and sound 
as though it is off hand, however, she should not look at the Young Woman as though just thinking 
about it is painful. Finally when the Young Woman says 'about all that - Love!' she should speak 
excitedly and loudly to show her enthusiasm for the subject and the Mother should look at her 
pittyingly as she has experienced the reality's of marriage for women at the time and she knows the 
truth that the Young Woman at this moment does not understand. 


10) 


(Diagrams 1 and 2 in answer book) 


Within Chimerica the themes of censorship are particularly prevelant. Since the plays conception in 
2013, this theme has arguably only become even more relevant. In public out cry over the new social C'Df\.}"
credit system in China and the fact that the Chinese government has said that they wish to have a file on 
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SECTION C


Read the following extract from The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time by Mark Haddon 
and adapted by Simon Stephens. 


Part Two Pages 67 – 69 


11. Alongside the text, in the appropriate column, give details regarding your ideas for lighting and
recorded sound effects for this extract. Ensure that you have noted on the text where lighting
and sound cues happen. In the space provided on pages 10-13, explain and justify your ideas
for lighting and sound. [40]


In your answer, you must:


● analyse	and	evaluate	how	any	 live	productions	you	have	seen	during	the	course	have
influenced your design choices


● consider
○ your	chosen	type	of	stage
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Read the following extract from The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time by Mark Haddon 
and adapted by Simon Stephens. 


Part Two Pages@ - 69) 


11. Alongside the text, ii:, .th.e appropriate column, give details regarding your ideas for Ii hting and
(recoraea sound effec@for this extract. Ensure that you have noted on the text where 1g ting


and sound cues happen. In the space provided on pages 10-13, explain and justify your ideas 
for lighting and sound. [40] 


In your answer, you must: 


• analyse and evaluate how any live productions you have seen during the course have
influenced your design choices


• consider
o your chosen type of stage
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Voice One: 


Voice Two: 


Voice Three: 


Voice Two: 


Voice Four: 


Voice One: 


Voice Three: 


Voice Four: 


Voice Five: 


Voice Two: 


Voice Three: 


Voice Four: 


Voice One: 


Voice Two: 


Voice Five: 
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Coffee 


Fergie to Stay at Manchester United 


Freshly Baked Cookies and Muffins 


Cold Drinks 


Penalty Fares 


Warning 


Savoury Pastries 


Platform 14 


Burger King 


Fresh Filled 


The Reef Cafe Bar 


Business travel 


Special Edition 


Top 75 Albums 


Evening Standard 


As the chorus becomes more cacophonous Christopher finds it more difficult to continue to walk. 
Christopher stops. Rests his head against a box. Puts his hands over his ears. A Station Guard 
approaches him. 


Station Guard: You look lost. 


Christopher pulls out his Swiss Army knife. 
The Station Guard backs away. 


Station Guard: Whoa, whoa, whoa, whoa. 


Christopher carries on. 


Christopher: Left, right, left, right, left, right, left, right. 


He makes his hand into a telescope to limit his field of vision. 
He approaches an information counter. 


Information: 


Christopher: 


Is this London? 


Is this London? 


Sure is honey. 


Is this London? 
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Indeed it is. 


How do I get to 451c Chapter Road, London NW2 5NG? 


Where is that? 


It's 451c Chapter Road, London, NW2 5NG. And sometimes you can write it 
451c Chapter Road, Willesden, London, NW2 5NG. 


Take the Tube to Willesden ,,unction. Or Willesden Green. Got to be near 
there somewhere. 


What is a Tube? 


Are you for real? Over there. See that big staircase with the escalators? See 
the sign? Says Underground. Take the Bakerloo Line to Willesden Junction or 
the Jubilee to Willesden Green. You OK honey? 


Don't do this Christopher. 


Get away from me. 


Christopher, you won't be able to. 


I'm doing really well. 


Where's your red line gone? See? It's disappeared hasn't it? 


Where's your Swiss Army knife? Have you lost it? 


It's in my pocket. 


Where? 


Here. 


How the hell are you going to find the Jubilee Line. You don't even know what 
an escalator is, do you? 


It's a moving staircase. You step onto it. It carries you down. It's funny. Look. 


Stop laughing. Everybody's looking at you. 


It's like something out of science fiction. 


I'm worried about you. 


You're lying. You killed Wellington. 


Where are you going? 


To watch the people. It's easy look. You go to the black machine. You look at 
where you want to go. You find the price. You put your money in. 


You haven't got any money. 


I have. I stole your card. 
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Write the two digit question 
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to the first line of your answer 
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SECTION C 
 


Band 
AO3 


Demonstrate knowledge and 
understanding of how drama and theatre 


is developed and performed. 


AO4 
Analyse and evaluate (their 
own work and) the work of 


others. 


5 


25-30 marks 
• Imaginative use of intensity, colour, and 


type of lighting throughout the scene.  
• Imaginative use of type of sound, 


intensity and length of sound cues 
throughout the scene. 


• Imaginative use of how sound and 
lighting can work together in the given 
space and be manipulated to create 
impact.  


• Ideas for lighting and sound are fully 
explained and justified within the context 
of the whole text and the chosen scene. 
All choices are fully justified. A mature 
knowledge and understanding of how 
theatre is developed and performed is 
demonstrated.  


9-10 marks 
• A mature answer, which 


clearly analyses how 
lighting and sound 
designers, would create 
mood and atmosphere and 
location in the scene. A 
mature understanding of 
how intensity can be 
created to enhance the 
dialogue and have an 
intended effect upon the 
audience.  


• Mature evaluation of 
appropriate live theatre; with 
highly relevant links to the 
decisions made by lighting 
and sound designers. 


4 


19-24 marks 
• Effective use of intensity, colour, and 


type of lighting throughout the scene.  
• Effective use of type of sound, intensity 


and length of sound cues throughout the 
scene. 


• Effective use of type of sound, intensity 
and length of sound cues throughout the 
scene. 


• Effective use of how sound and lighting 
can work together in the given space and 
be manipulated to create impact. 


• Ideas for lighting and sound are 
explained and justified within the context 
of the whole text and the chosen scene. 
Choices are justified. A clear knowledge 
and understanding of how theatre is 
developed and performed is 
demonstrated. 


7-8 marks 
• A clear answer, which 


analyses how lighting and 
sound designers would 
create mood and 
atmosphere and location in 
the scene. Some 
understanding of how 
intensity can be created to 
enhance the dialogue and 
language of the scene and 
have an intended effect 
upon the audience.  


• An effective evaluation of 
appropriate live theatre with 
relevant links to the 
decisions made by lighting 
and sound designers. 
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3 


13-18 marks 
• General use of intensity, colour, and type 


of lighting throughout the scene. 
• General use of type of sound, intensity 


and length of sound cues throughout the 
scene. 


• General use of how sound and lighting 
can work together in the given space and 
be manipulated to create impact. 


• Some ideas for lighting and sound are 
explained and justified within the context 
of the whole text and the chosen scene. 
Some choices are justified. A clear 
knowledge and understanding of how 
theatre is developed and performed is 
demonstrated. 


5-6 marks 
• A general answer with some 


analysis as to how lighting 
and sound designers would 
create mood, atmosphere 
and location in the scene. 
Some understanding of how 
intensity can be created to 
enhance the dialogue and 
language of the scene and 
have an intended effect 
upon the audience.  


• A general evaluation of 
appropriate live theatre with 
partially relevant links to the 
decisions made by lighting 
and sound designers. 


2 


7-12 marks 
• Limited use of intensity, colour, and type 


of lighting throughout the scene. 
• Limited use of type of sound, intensity 


and length of sound cues throughout the 
scene. 


• Limited use of how sound and lighting 
can work together in the given space and 
be manipulated to create impact. 


• Explanation and justification of lighting 
and sound choices is limited within the 
context of the scene and the whole text 
(one might be better than the other). 
Limited knowledge and understanding of 
how theatre is developed and performed 
is demonstrated. 


3-4 marks 
• A limited answer, which 


shows little analysis of how 
lighting and sound 
designers create mood, 
atmosphere and location in 
the scene.  


• A limited evaluation of live 
theatre, with some links to 
decisions made by lighting 
and sound designers.  


1 


1-6 marks 
• Very limited use of intensity, colour, and 


type of lighting throughout the scene. 
• Very limited use of type of sound, 


intensity and length of sound cues 
throughout the scene. 


• Very limited use of how sound and 
lighting can work together in the given 
space and be manipulated to create 
impact. 


• Explanation and justification of the 
lighting and sound choices is very limited 
within the context of the scene and the 
whole text (one might be better than the 
other). Very limited knowledge and 
understanding of how theatre is 
developed and performed.  


1-2 marks 
• A very limited answer, with 


very little analysis of how 
lighting and sound 
designers create mood, 
atmosphere and location in 
the scene.  


• A very limited evaluation of 
live theatre, with few links to 
decisions made by lighting 
and sound designers.  


0 0 marks 
• No worthy answer of credit 


0 marks 
• No analysis or evaluation 
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SECTION A


Answer both parts of the question on one set text you have studied.


Either,


1. The Trojan Women Euripides


Read from page 48, (CHORUS. ‘My queen, won’t you take hold of your frenzied daughter in
case her nimble dancing takes her among the Argive soldiers?’) up to page 50, (CHORUS. ‘You
sing of things which you will perhaps show to be less obscure than when you sang them.’).


(a) As a designer, discuss your hair and make-up ideas for the role of  in this
extract. Explain how your choices communicate meaning to an audience. [10]


(b) As a director, discuss how you would communicate the interactions between characters
in this extract. Explain how your interpretation would be achieved using; character
motivation, vocal and physical skills and use of performance space. [30]


Or,


2. As You Like It William Shakespeare


Read from page 5, (Enter Orlando and Adam) to page 7, (OLIVER ‘Is it even so? Begin you to
grow upon me? I will physic your rankness, and yet give no thousand crowns neither.’).


(a) As a designer, discuss your hair and make-up ideas for the role of Oliver in this extract.
Explain how your choices communicate meaning to an audience. [10]


(b) As a director, discuss how you would communicate the interactions between characters
in this extract. Explain how your interpretation would be achieved using; character
motivation, vocal and physical skills and use of performance space. [30]


Or,


3. Hedda Gabler Henrik Ibsen


Read from page 58, (She goes round the table and sits on the sofa, on Hedda’s right. Loevborg
sits down again in his chair.) to page 61, (He empties his glass and refills it.).


(a) As a designer, discuss your hair and make-up ideas for the role of Loevborg in this
extract. Explain how your choices communicate meaning to an audience. [10]


(b) As a director, discuss how you would communicate the interactions between characters
in this extract. Explain how your interpretation would be achieved using; character
motivation, vocal and physical skills and use of performance space. [30]


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.
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Sticky Note

Vocal skills effectively explained and specific terminology used . 



Sticky Note

An insightful answer demonstrating knowledge of the relationships at specific moments in the text. More development and detail of interaction needed throughout the scene. 24\30




Sticky Note

Extract 1



Sticky Note

Theme , context and production style stated. More development needed. 
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Sticky Note

A clear analysis of the performance and its intentions with regard to production style. 



Sticky Note

Detailed description of design idea linked to the live theatre production . 



Sticky Note

Ideas effectively connected to the scene , style and theme of the play. 



Sticky Note

Props asked for in the question.
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Sticky Note

Live theatre described effectively. The link to own ideas needs more development . 



Sticky Note

Extract 2 



Sticky Note

Effective description of live theatre design and style.







Write the two digit question 
number inside the boxes next 
to the first line of your answer 


I L 


Answer 
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Leave 


blank 



Sticky Note

Link made to their own creative ideas and its meaning for an audience is described effectively.  .



Sticky Note

Clear and detailed knowledge and understanding of the context, style and themes of the play and how they can be represented through some set design ideas. More development of the ideas stated or other aspects of set design needed. A03  13\20



Sticky Note

Some clear analysis of live theatre productions . One example developed further than the other and similarly the link to their own ideas was uneven in the response. A04 13\20



Sticky Note

Wider context of the scene




Sticky Note

Use of colour



Sticky Note

Production style



Sticky Note

positioning of the lights 











